
 
 Year 12 Summer Task 

MATERIALS 

 You will need to have the following materials/ equipment ready to use for your first lesson: 

Black & White 35mm Film (both available from the school shop) 

A3 sketchbook with black pages, available from The Range or Hobby craft. There is also Pink Pig – 
check it out online! Black sketchbooks are also available at a cheaper price from the school shop. 

A5 journal available from the school shop 

A2 Project/ portfolio folder 

Silver/ white pen 

Pritt stick glue 

Photo paper A4 & A3 (inkjet). The Range sell for £2 

Photographic Paper for dark room processing. Ilford is the top brand.  Many shops don’t sell this 
anymore but you can source it online. Gloss or semi matt, Ilford Multi-grade (variable contrast) 
would be ideal. 

A digital SLR camera would be really useful!  These come in all shapes, sizes and cost.  It really is 
up to you what you get but it doesn’t have to be expensive. 

  

 SUMMER TASK  

 For your summer holiday project we’d like you to explore using the Macro setting on your 
camera. You will need to buy a small A5 black sketchbook to put this work in. 

 Macro setting 

This setting is used for taking close ups. Please take a series of photographs using the Macro 
setting. It could be part of a man-made object or a natural object.  You don’t need to have this 
setting on your camera but it would help as it allows you to zoom in closer. We will look at and 
discuss each other’s work in your first lesson. If you have a colour printer at home, you can print 
them off there or do it in school before your lesson.  Select your 10 best photographs (or more if 

you can’t choose) to print. There is a colour printer in Q36 (near 6
th

 form reception) which will 
be one of your main Photography rooms.  Enjoy and have fun! 
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